Dot3 LLDP TLVs - Consensus on option 2 – move Annex F to 802.3.

Plan

Make PatCom aware and explain to PatCom why the situation differs from .3ax/.1AX
Amendment to 802.3 – scope limited to moving the Annex
Not to be co-contingent with 802.1AB-Rev

Proposed 802.3 Structure

- New Clause for TLVs and Sub-types
- Restore Clause 30C for SNMP MIBs
- Protocol agnostic work in Clause 30

.3at and .3az to add their TLVs and corresponding MIB objects in their projects.

.3at and .3az have considered the feedback they received at the joint meeting and have simplified their state machines removing ACK/NACK.

Items for joint dot1 dot3 meeting in September

MAC address and Ethertype for PFC
Phy time stamp